To consumers in Spain and Portugal.
Thank you for your support Ninebot Inc.all the time!
TodoNinebot is an authorized distributor in Spain and Portugal by Ninebot Inc.. The other company is illegal to import
and sell Ninebot product. And please be caution when Ninebot be sold in a low price,as it may cause big accident!
Each Ninebot exported to your country has passed the strict testing by Ninebot Inc.. All the Ninebots have been
specified updated and certificated by the customs and QC department of your country. That is to say, the Ninebot you
bought absolutely passes the national security certification standards of Spain. We do not recommend you to buy Ninebots
from other countries or states from other unauthorized sellers. Per the different input voltage, road condition, humidity, road
safety in different regions, Ninebot Inc. has made some adjustments in both firmware and software accordingly to make it
perform the best in your state. For example, we make the input voltage 110V or 220V( according to the country ), the
battery cell is imported from LG in Korea, the power of the motor is increased to make Ninebot more suitable for the slopes.
And we will occasionally update the firmware and software for Ninebots. All these benefits you can not get if buying from
other countries or other unauthorized sellers in Spain. Besides, you might get a refurbished Ninebot that is not safe enough,
we have found fire accidents that caused by the inconformity input voltage, internal damages caused by the unadjusted
output ratings when climbing a slope, and some fall accidents, which are we do not want to see.
Official warnings for those who buy Ninebots from other countries or unauthorized sellers:
a) These Ninebots have no warranty for two years.
b) These Ninebots are with no insurance.
c) Ninebot Inc. does not provide free spare parts and updating for the software and firmware.
d) These Ninebots are not within the Spain Quality inspection authority.
e) These Ninebots cannot be back to factory if having problems.
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